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Mothers In Law
"But, -Mom,'- Don', Like Torls"
by Laura Cuddy
By now we've probably aU
heard the story of how United
States Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor retired
. from the practice of law for five
years in order to devote herself
to the demands of home 'and
childcare. In the 1960's, it was
generally believed that the role
of wife and- mother served to
completely fulfill any woman,
and if it didn't, something was
definitely wrong with her. A
career woman's only alternative
seemed to be to forego marriage
and children and to devote all
energies toward making a suc-
cessful career.
Things began to change in the
late 1970's as the baby boom
came of age. As a group, the
women of this generation are
now roughly between the ages
of 25 and 35 years. A large
number of these women have
decided to marry later than their
mothers did. They have also
chosen to delay having children
until their educations are com-
pleted and their careers estab-
lished.
Thus, we today find that
more and more career women
are choosing pregnancy before
their biological clocks run out,
not to mention that pregnancy
is now the fashionable, "in
thing" to do. Witness the
-public's fascination with the ex-
pectant Princess of Wales, a
new interest in creating "chic"
maternity clothes, and the
myriad of newspaper and mag-,
azine articles on the topic of
managing family and career.
Even the comic strips have
caught on to the trend. The car-
toon, "Sally Forth," for exam-
ple, - deals with one career
woman's life on {he job and on
the home-front. Even Doones-
bury's : master of mellow,
character Dan Asher,
has written a book, "The
Mellow Parent: Sharing Your
Space With Dependents."
Loyola Moms
In view of this new trend, it
seemed like a good idea-to take
a look at how Loyola students
and alums have become a part
of it. In case you haven't notic-
ed, there appears to be an up-
surge in the number of pregnant
students running (walking
sedately?) around. Four mothers
were interviewed - Marti Reese,
Gina Dieli, Pam Malak and
MaIka Tasoff. All were, or-cur-
rently are, Loyola students and
have had children within the
past two years.
The con census was that they
didn't encounter too many
problems at school due to their
pregnancies. The general com-
plaint was feeling uncomfor-
Continued on page 8
ATTORNEY
IMAGES
By Gary Wolfe
Attorney-Images is an idea
that developed out of my
friendship with Ch a r l e s
Buchanan, producer. Prior to
my entry into law school, we
designed clothes for
professionals in Beverly Hills,
Century City and Greater Los
Angeles. Our respective
clienteles included a substantial
number of attorneys. We en-
visioned an exclusive fashion
show geared toward attorneys
who wished to dress as
professionally as they practiced
law.
In our private consultation
sessions with clients, we stressed
an awareness of total image and
an overall 100k.We advocated
fitness, fashion and grooming. It
became apparent to us that the
Continued on page 3
Late Grade Policy
Should Loyola Follo\¥
SouthYlestern' 5 Lead?
by Kathy McGuigan
This is the second part of a two-
part investigation into the prob-
lem of late grades.
Contrary to what students
might believe, Loyola is not the
only law school with the pro-
blem of teachers turning in .
grades late.
After contacting UCLA,
USC, Pepperdine and South-
'western law schools, it was
found these schools were also
burdened with delinquent
teachers. Deadlines for grades
varied from two weeks after an
exam was given (UCLA) to-
seven weeks (USC,-Winter'
One deliriquent South-
western professor was 'slap-
ped with a $1600 fine.
semester~. With the exception of
Southwestern, aU the law
schools relied solely on pressure
from deans, students and facul-
ty peers to prod straggling pro-
fessors .
Southwestern was unique
, however, in its approach to this
problem. Two years ago, their
concerned faculty initiated a
voluntary fine system. Explain-
ing the rationale of 'action,
Southwestern's Dean, Leigh,
Taylor, commented, "There will
always be some teachers late no
matter what. Most, however, are
approximately on time. It is not
feasible to force compliance to
any deadline. Instead, the
voluntary fine system places
_some significance on being
late."
The deadline given by
Southwestern for grades is five
weeks. Beyona that time, there
is a fine of ten dollars per day
for the first ten, days and
twenty-five dollars per day for
each day thereafter, including
Saturdays and Sundays. The
fine is levied for each class for
which grades have not' been
received. If a teacher has several
classes outstanding, he is fined
for each class.
It's not long before it
becomes very expensive to be
late. The highest: -fine levied so
far against one professor was
$1600. Appropriately, the stu-
dents that suffer from the late
grade situation get the benefit
of the proceeds of the sanctions.
The fines are turned over to
Southwestern's financial aid
fund.
When asked whether the sanc-
tion system was effective in
dealing with the problem of late
grades, Dean Taylor 'replied,
. "Since it's initiation two years
ago the situation has gotten a
little bit better so I would have
to say that it is effective. The
voluntary fine system has
helped but then almost any ac-
tion taken toward the problem
helps. "
11m LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL
\II Student Bar Association
Day Division-
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the students of Loyola Law School have legitimate expectations
of accountability from their Professors, and,
WHEREAS, the grading of examinations is an area where the Students have
such expectations, and ,
WHEREAS, the Students are held to strict compliance with deadlines set
up by both the Administration and Faculty, or must sufficiently explain
their non-compliance,
BE IT RESOLVED, tiha c....all Professors should adhere to the Administration IS
grading deadlines as presently constituted. '
BE IT FURTHERRESOLVED, that if Professors have legitimate and well-
founded justifications for non-adhereance to the grading deadlines, they
be required to notify their Students by a reasonable method. why they are
late I and also provide the Law School and Students with an ~nticipated
date of completion.
BE IT FURTHERRESOLVED, that if Professors fail to.complete the grading
procedure by the time enrolled Students must make academic and financial
decisions based upon the grade-s they are to receive [Lc e , add/drop), that
the Administration waive these pertinent deadlines until such time as the
grades'become published, and a reasonable person could make important
decisions based upon the grades.
The above Resolution, unanimously adopted by the Day
SBA, was presented to the law school ~dministration
earlier this month. The· Resolution was based upon an
editorial by the The Loyola Reporter, which appeared in
the February 18, 1982 issue.
Court Affirms ,Clinic's,
Victory-In Penrose
In one of its last remaining
civil cases, the - Loyola Law
Clinics recently had a victory in
the California District Court of
Appeals. The unanimous deci-
sion in Penrose v. Mayer, 2nd ..
Civ. No. 61085, affirmed a
Superior Court judgment in
which the Clinics were suc-
cessful in overturning an ad-
ministrative decision by the
state Department of Health de-
nying the Clinics' client, Mr.
Penrose, Medi-Cal benefits.
Furthermore, the Clinics will be
awarded statutory attorney's
fee for this case.
Mr. Pep-rose's saga began in
1971 when he was seriously in-
jured in an automobile acci-
dent. Unfortunately, his left leg
was amputated below the knee.
He was found ineligible for
Medi-Cal benefits by the San
Bernardino County Welfare
Department because of excess
real property holdings. Mr.
Penrose was successful in hav-
ing this denial overturned in a
two year administrative battle
with the State Department of
Health. However, the State
found him ineligible because he
. had a life insurance policy with.
a cash surrender' value of
$1685.00. The regulations at the
time of his accident limited per-
sonal property holdings to $1600
for a person with Mr. Penrose's
, size family: He then turned to
the Loyola Law Clinics for help.
In its petition for a writ of
mandate in the Superior Court,
as well as in its respondent's
brief oriappeal, the Clinics
argued that the administrative
agency failed to consider that
Mr. Penrose had a negative net
worfh of $10,615.00 at the time
[ .
of the accident due to debts ac-
cumulated in the restaurant he
owned as a-sole proprietor. The
Clinics argued that it was ar-
bitrary for the State to classify
the life insurance policy as an
untouchable reserve having a
value in excess of the regula-
tion. The Superior Court agreed
with this position and a writ of
mandate was issued overturning
the administrative decision. The
Court of Appeals affirmed.
Over the years that the Clinics
have represented Mr. Penrose,
two clinical professors, Elena'
Ackel and Arnold Siegel, work-
ed on the case as well as many
students including Robert
Pendleton, - Joanne Unger,
Mark Hankin and Nina Clif-
ford. Ms. Clifford prepared
the respondent's brief and at-
tended the argument on appeal.
> ,
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Alarcon
Chosen
G. "Pat" Brown. Alarcon was
Governor Brown's executive
assistant from 1962 to 1964.
He served as chairman of the
California Parole Board in 1964
and was then appointed judge
of the Los Angeles Superior
Court until 1978. He became
associate justice of the Califor-
nia Court of Appeals for the
next year. Alarcon was sworn in
to his present position on
November' 20, 1979.
Judge Alarcon presently
serves on the Boards of Direc-
tors for the Los Angeles Legal
Aid Foundation, the Los
Angeles Boys' club, the Coro
Foundation, Los Angeles Office
and the Mexican-American
Scholarship Fo und at iorr
Assisting Careers in Law.
Last year's recipient of the'
medallion. was Chief Justice
Rose Bird. Other recipients of
the St. Thomas More Medallion
include Hon. Arthur Gold-
berg, United States Supreme
Court justice, Leonard Janof-
sky, past American Bar
Association president, Hon.
Bernard Jefferson, California
Court of Appeals, Hon. Donald
Wright, retired chief justice of
Hon. Arthur L. Alarcon,
United States Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit, has been chosen
as the 1982 St. Thomas More
Medallion recipient by, the
honor society's Loyola Law
School chapter and will receive
the award at a Biltmore Hotel
ceremony,' Sunday, March 28,
at 11 a.m.
The St: Thomas More Medal-
lion commemorates the 16th
Century English scholar and
lawyer, esteemed for his per-
sonal and professional dedica-
tion to his family, church and
country. Named a Lord
Chancellor, he was' later
canonized by the Roman
Catholic Church.
Judge Alarcon graduated
from the University of Southern
California School of Law in
195t' and served in the U.S. In-
fantry during World War II.
From 1952 to 1961 he served as
deputy district attorney of Los
Angeles County and then
became legal advisor and
clemency and extradition
secretary to Governor Edmund
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.STUDENT OUTLINES
AND STUDY AIDS
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LATEST LAWAND REFERENCE
BOOKS AND LEGAL SUPPLIES
You May Use Your
. BankAmericard or Master Charge
the California .Supreme Court,
Hon. Otto Kaus, associate
justice of the California
Supreme Court and Shirley
Hufstedler, former United
States Court of Appeals judge
and former secretary of the
Department of Education.
. Client." Principal speaker will
be Louis J. Cohn of Chicago.
Cohn will discuss, variou.s
methods of dealing with a dis-
traught client and will conduct a
mock interview as part of his
presentation. Cohn is a certified
family dispute mediator of the
Fromour "We-all-grew-up-to-be-cowboys" Department: It
would appear from this sign, which has been on the door
of the L.A. Trial Lawyers' Office (ground floor, Burns
Building) all spring sem.ster, that the group has fared
well despite some dusty trails. .
Client American Arbitration Associa-
tion, and has taught courses in
Counseling interviewing and counseling at
the Illinois Institute of Con-
The fourth annual legal tinuing Legal Education,
, counseling conference spon- Def'aul University School of
sored by the Law-Student Divi- Law and Northwestern Univer-
sion of the American Bar sity School of Law.
Association will be"'held in The purpose of this-national
Sacramento, Calif., on Friday, competition is to provide law
March 26, at the" McGeorge students with the opportunity to
School of Law, University of the . practice the art of client counsel-
Pacific. ',' ing. The topic for t!leJ982 com-
The 'theme Of this year's con- petition is "Child Custody,
ference is "The Initial Interview: Child Support."
Dealing with the Distraught, More than 40 attorneys, law
professors and members of the
counseling professions, in-
cluding ministers and psycholo-
gists, will act as judges in the
competition.
Among those scheduled to
judge the finals are Doris Jonas
Freed, New York attorney and
chairperson of the Custody
Committee of the ABA Section
of Family Law; Robert-C. Mus-
sehl of Seattle, chairperson of
the Family Law Section's
Marriage and Family Counsel-
ing and' Conciliation Com-
mittee, and Marjorie M. Childs,
San Francisco attorney and
judge, and secretary' of the Sec-
tion of Family Law.
elinics News
··Prof.Bill Hobbs will be con-
ducting interviews for his Fall
1982 Trial Advocacy Class. This·
is a full year course. The -first
semester is the role-playing and
simulation class (3 units); the
second semester is clinical field
work in the offices of the Los
Angeles County District Attorney
or the Los Angeles City Attorney,
Interviews are conducted be-
cause of the 18 student limita-
tion for the field work' place-
ments. The interviews will be oil
April 13th and 20th from 1:00
to 3:00 p.m. Sign-ups are lo-
cated in the Clinical Office.
··Deadline for Clinical Appli-
cations for Summer Session 1982
is April 9, 1982. Information
and applications are available in
'the Clinical Office. Be sure and
consult the Catalog for clinic
course .descriptions, and the
Clinical bulletin; board f-or any
new programs.
··Students currently enrolled in
Continued on page 3
"
9th Circuit -
,IL To,'Take Charge ·0-'LSD-
.By 'Casey T. Shim
The Ninth Circuit held its
Spring Conference on March 5,
6] 7, 1982; at {he Miramar Hotel
in Santa Barbara. David
- Teichmann, outgoing Ninth
Circuit governor, hosted 'the
conference which 'was attended
by representatives of every
Ninth Circuit school, including
Hawaii and six people from
Loyola.· .
New Governor Elected
The major business. of the
conference was to elect a .new
governor .. Frank Cox of Whit-
tier, Suzanne DeLesk of
Southwestern and William
Henslee of Pepperdine offered
themselves as candidates. This
was the strongest field of can-
didates standing for election
during the past three years.
'Bill Henslee, a first-year stu-
dent, is the Ninth. Circuit
GovernorC-Elect' who will
assume full duties jn April. His
platform included a study of the
DiscussionDraft of the Code of
Ethics from the perspective of
'future lawyers, the establishing
of a plan for the development of
local small dispute resolution
centers and lobbying con-
gressman t9' continue the
Guaranteed Student Loan
program.
, June Craduates
Effective immediately,
Universityof ~an -Diego
~chool of Law
, SUMMER SCHOOL
June 7 - July 31-, 1982
• Wide Course Selection
• Distinguished Visiting Faculty
• Student Housing Available
For information write to: Ms. Ceyla Lindberg,
University of Sari Diego School of Law,
_ Alcala Park,SanDiego, CA 92110
U.S.D. does not discrimin.te on Ihe INsis of rao;e, sex, color, religiOn. .ge, national
origin, ancestry, or handiaop in ils policies and programs.
members of the ABA/Law Stu-
dent Division are entitled to a'
30% discount on the cost of the
Preliminary. Multistate Bar
Review (formerly PMBE) multi-
state preparatory course. In
California, a multistate .score of
140 (of200) or better results in
the examiner's reading three of
the nine essay questions. If the
scores on those three essays are
satisfactory, the candidate is
automatically admitted without
having the other six essays read.
The PMBR seminar is a three-
day intensive review course in-
, tended to supplement the other
bar review courses.' In addition,
members enrolling before May
1, 1982, will receive a free set of
cassette tapes valued at $49.
Join the ABA/Law Student
Division, membership is $8, and
applications are available in the
SBA office.
Resolutions
Those of you with policy
matters of your minds may seek
to have a resolution adopted by
the Law Student Division and
potentially by the American Bar
Association through the resolu-
tion process. The process is de-
scribed in this month's .Student
Lawyer.
Those of you having dif-
ficulties with publications or
any ABA/Law Student Division
program should contact Caren
Nielsen (Day) or Casey Shim
(Evening) through campus mail.
Fridcpy, March 26, 1982 The Loyola Reporter Page 3
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Dean's Corner
The Late Tuition Fee
By Leopoldo Ramos
Why do we have such a beast? The reason is that the law'
school, as do most businesses, earns income on tuition fees. If all
tuition were paid at the beginning of the semester when due,
there would be little need for deferred or late payment fees.
Instead, the school must forego income in order to accommodate
students' financial realities. The result is a deferment fee to
recoup lost income. The problem, then, is that students neglect
their tuition payments. As a result, we have imposed a late fee of
$20, if a, student does not meet his or her responsibilities.
We are not heartless, mindless, and insensitive about how
tough it is 'to get through-law school. There is an alternative to
paying the late fee if you have financial difficulties - you can
join the others who come in before their payments are due to dis-
cuss their financial problems. In practically all instances, we have
been able to come up with some other arrangement for those
students who have addressed their responsibilities in a timely
fashion. Additionally, if you are not on campus, you can mail the
payment well in advance of the due date. It must be' postmarked
before the penalty date. ,
You will not be, as has' been rumored, disqualified, if your
tuition remains unpaid. Students waiting on federal loans, finan-
cial aid awards, grants -or scholarships will not be assessed the
late fee.
Deadlines are somewhat arbitrary, and it is 'difficult to en-
force them, so an individual's unique circumstances may call for
an exception to this policy. Unlike Visa or Master Charge, we
will listen and respond to students' suggestions. Thanks to the
comments of several students, we will attempt additional notice
in the future and provide a three-day grace period before the late
fee be assessed. A reminder - your next tuition payment is due
on March 29th. A late fee is assessed to payments received after
'April 2nd.
News Briefs _' ..;....;.....;......;.....;.__;....;.....
Continued from page 2
-the District Attorney and U.S.-
Attorney ~cal programs should
pick up their seminar assign-
ments in the Clinical Office,
for presentation on March 30
and 31, 1982.
,1981-1982
Writing Awards
in Food & Drug Law
First Place A ward
~$1,500
Second Place A ward
$1,000
Third Place A ward
$500
Who is Eligible?
Any undergraduate student
currently enrolled at any of the
nation's law schools.
Paper Requirements
Each paper should be sub-
mitted in type-written, double-
spaced form on 8 Yzxll-inch
paper and should be a max-
imum of 30 pages, plus foot-
notes. Single-spaced papers or
papers longer than 30 pages may
be disqualified from ihe award
competition. Please put your
full name, address, telephone
number, school year and law
school where you are enrolled,
plus the date of your submis-
sion, on the cover sheet to your
paper. Papers must be received
by The 'Food and Drug Law
Institute at the address below no
later than June 25, 1982.
The Food and Drug
Law Institute
1200 New Hampshire
Ave., N.W., Suite 380
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-1601'
Any questions about the
writing awards should be
directed to the Institute.
How will the
Pap.ers be Judged?
Articles submitted to the
Institute will be judged for
perceptive analysis of the issues,
thorough research, and writing
clarity and style. A committee of
attorneys in the food and drug
field' will comprise the judges,
and all awards will be an-
nounced after July 30th, ,1982.
The best paper will be published
in the Food Drug Cosmetic Law
Journal.
Possible Topics
An analysis of past or propos-
ed legislation dealing with areas
regulated by the Food and Drug
Administration - food, drugs,
cosmetics, medical devices.
An in-depth analysis of one or
several cases in the area of food
and drug law where agencies
such as the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the Federal
Trade Commission, the Con-
sumer Product Safety Commis-
sion or the Environmental
Protection Agency are involved.
An analysis of statutory or
judicial "terms of art" in food
and drug law such as "mis-
branding," "adulteration,"
"new drug," "cosmetic."
Any other similar and ap-
propriate subject the student
wishes to address.
What is The Food
and Drug Law
Institute?
The Institute is a non-profit
educational association in the
area of food and drug law. In
addition to sponsoring this
writing award for law students,
the Institute also publishes case
books in food and drug law,
sponsors food and drug law
courses at universities
throughout the country, and
sponsors conferences and
seminars on current topics in
food and drug law.
Through this writing award,
the Institute hopes to awaken
interest in and knowledge 'of this
growing and important field of
law 'among students just enter-
ing their legal careers, and to
provide assistance to those who
may wish to make this field of
law their chosen specialty.
Yearbook Pic
Deadline
The week of March 22, San-
ford Studios will be on campus
to take senior portraits. Sign-
ups for appointments are
Continued on page 10
Moot Court
Quarterfinals
The first Loyola team to com-
pete in the J. Braxton Craven Jr.
Memorial Moot Court
Competition finished in the top
8 out of 51 teams by successfully
arguing into the quarterfinal
round.
Randy Bartell and Gayle
Tamler, both members of the
Scott Moot Court Honors
Board, traveled to the Universi-
ty of North Carolina campus .in
Chapel Hill during the week of
March 2 through 6 to partici-
pate in the competition. The 51
teams involved briefed and
argued a constitutional issue
dealing with the standing of the
Attorney General of the United
States to bring a declaratory,
judgment action seeking to have
the Federal Speedy Trial Act de-
clared unconstitutional because
it invades the constitutional
sphere of power of the judi-
ciary.
The Loyola team' defeated
'Washburn Law School of
Topeka, Kansas, the University
of Indiana and Loyola of New
Orleans before meeting South
Texas' School of Law in the
quarterfinal round. The final
round of the competition,
argued before a bench which in-
cluded Justice Stevens of the
United States Supreme Court,
was won by a three-woman
team from the University of
Detroit, defeating, South Texas.
IMA G E5,-------
Continued from page 1
lawyer was both a practioner
and a product. As a practi-
tioner, the lawyer practiced law
and tried to settle client dis-
putes. As a product, the lawyer's
personal "packaging," from the
clothing he wore, to his office's
interior design' told the client
how the attorney envisioned
himself as an attorney. It is no
accident that high-priced ' at-
torneys dress in clothing from
the finest stores and tailors. '
Successful attorneys who
wear well-cut tailored clothing
acknowledge that they make the
final decision in the personal
realm of dressing. They control
the quality level, knowing that if
they dress well, it reflects
favorably upon them.
Dressing well is not merely
wearing clothing - dressing is a
manifestation of personal style
,and self-esteem. When you look
good, and know it, you project
an air of confidence. You come
to expect a favorable response
from people, and you get it.
Personal gratification and a
positive self-image result from
the state of mind, where you
create your own personal look
and execute it with the clothes
you wear. Positive response.
from other people-is added en-
couragement to dress well, but
you alone are the final arbiter of
your good taste in fashion.
On Friday night, April 2,
1982, at 8:00 p.m. Attorney-
Images Fashion Show will be
born. Our show will display
clothing from a select group of
stores and designers: Dorso's,
W. D. Silk, Boshard-Doughty.
The place is the Student
Lounge. Admission is $5.00.
The evening will include a
fashion show for lawyers arid a
Champagne Dance Party,
sound-tracked with reggae, rock
'n' roll and jazz.
Tickets are on sale at Student
Accounts, Tickets will also be
sold at the door on the night of
the show. I hope to see you
there.
SBA News
Representation"
By Jeffery,A. Zlnn, President, Day SBA
The SBA elections are upon us again. Usually this
time- of year, people begin to ask, "What did the last
SBA do?" Realizing that people expect a lot of the peo-
ple they elect to represent them, and understanding that
people deserve to know what has been accomplished, in
this, my last article in the Reporter, I shall give an ac-
counting of our performance as your elected represen-
tatives. This will be a summary of the highlights, and it is
my hope that you, will be able to get an idea of our ac-
tivities from this article. The SBA Day__Division:
I. Planned and implemented a three-day orientation program
for incoming students.
2. Compiled and published an extensive student directory
with information ranging from courthouse locations to
dining spots.
3. Placed over 30 students on various faculty jstudent com-
mittees ranging from, curriculum to new building com-
mittees.
4. Started and carried out an elaborate intramural sports
program, consisting of several sports both fall and spring
semesters. '
5. Designed and made available to students Loyola T-shirts
and Loyola Law School decals. This was to promote a true
"legal community" spirit and to instill pride in the students
about their law school.
6. Philanthropically sponsored two successful blood drives
and held a canned food drive to assist the battered
women's shelter. '
7. Held a student referendum election which polled students
on a variety of topics ranging from "should smoking be
allowed in the student lounge" to "who would you like to
have as commencement speaker?"
8. Hosted the first annual Halloween party, which was
attended by approximately 500 day and evening students.
A huge success. _ ,
9. Subsidized and supported the law school's student
newspaper, The Loyola Reporter. ,
10. Achieved the highest percentage of students in the ABA
law student division of all the schools on the West Coast,
thereby enabling us to acquire matching funds for student
groups' projects.
II. Averted and stopped perceived resume fraud through an
educational process and in working with the Placement of-
fice.
12. Provided input as to the new building'S use and helped ease
the transition.
13. Financially supported and sent representatives to the ABA
convention in New Orleans and to the West Coast round-:
table discussions.
14. Appropriated approximately $10,000 to student groups for
their annual activities and projects.
IS. Selected students to serve on a student peer review com-
mittee to deal with academic improprieties.
16. Has put out weekly bulletins to the students to keep them
informed as to what's going on at the law school campus.
1.7. Has contracted to have video games installed for ad-
ditional revenue for the SBAs and also to provide some
form of recreation for the students. This may allow us to
lower Student Bar fees.
18. Has been successful in persuading the Administration to
allow both the Day and Evening SBAs to have 'a student
speaker from each division.. . '
19. Received the right to interview prospective faculty
members and have input on their selection.
20. Sponsored and hosted Libel and Slander Night, '82, which
took place on March 20 with a wine and food reception
preceding the show. ' .
21. Coordinated and implemented a student educational
process for the purpose of informing students about the
huge financial aid cutbacks. This was done by on-campus
advertisements, and a direct mail campaign in conjunction
with the Financial Aid Department and the Phi Alpha
Delta Legal Fraternity.
22. Proposed a resolution to deal with the late grading of stu-
dent examinations. '
23. Placed a student on the new dean search committee and
still attempting to place a student on the Admissions com-
mittee.
24. Is publishing a Yearbook. '
25. Is continuing our efforts to merge day/eve. SBAs into one
SBA.
26, Is holding student bar elections March 23-24. 1982.
27. Is accepting nominations from students and statements by
any nominees for the Alumni Service Award.
28, Is hosting an elaborate "APRIL FOOLS DAY PARTY"
April I. 1982, which will include a band. food. beverages of
all sorts. etc. ' ,
29. Is negotiating with the law school and lessees of the
book;tore to hire students on a part-time basis as opposed
to non-students,
All the SBA officers of this past year should be
thanked and congratulated. Generally, they have been
an active voice of the students' concerns. If anyone has
any questions about these highlights. please contact me
in the SBA office Tuesday or Thursday from 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.
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By Michael J. Flanagan
Director of Financial Aid
This, the third installment of
"The Buck Starts Here," should
more appropriately be entitled
"The Buck Stops With You."
Michael Flanagan
By this time, all students who
have received financial aid
should have received 'a letter
writing packet. It included with
a fact sheet detailing elements of
the Reagan Administration's
proposals to change graduate
financial aid programs; some
suggestions for writing effective
letters of advocacy for the
programs; the names and ad-
dresses of congressional com-
mittee chairs attempting to
reach consensus on the ad-
ministration's proposals, and a
couple .of sample letters.
NOW is the time for you to
use the, materials by writing
letters that express your per-
sonal concerns. To those of you
who have asked, "Will I get my
loan next year?" the appropri-
ate reply is, "Possibly, if you act
as responsible citizens and de-
fend programs which allow you
to meet your educational and
professional goals." Those who
are graduating or who do not re-
ceive financial aid, who may be
asking, "Why should I par-
ticipate, I'm through," or "I
don't receive aid?" can express
their appreciation for access to
programs which have allowed
them the good fortune of not
having had to go $15,000 to
$20,000 in debt before they
begin their legal careers.
Will Loyola students have to
pay up to $420 a month in in-
terest' while they are in school
under the 14%Auxiliary Loans
to Assist Students to (ALAS)
Program? Will all student loan
applicants be required to
demonstrate need to -receive a
Guaranteed Student Loan? Will
students have $500 withheld
from the gross loan proceeds/to
help subsidize their own loans?
Will lenders be allowed to
renegotiate the interest rate of a
student loan two years after a
student graduates and thereby
possibly transform a 9o/~loan
into a 19% loan?
However you feel about these
proposals, NOW is the time to
transform your inactivity, anxie-
ty, frustration, outrage into con-
structive input into the decision-
making process. Take some time
NOW from the present to help
ensure your future.
Special thanks are in order for
Ira Goldstein and PAD Frater- '
nity and Jeff Zinn, SBA 'Presi-
dent, for _initiating the letter-
writing campaign by writing and
collating -materials for the
packets. THE REST IS UP TO
YOU!
Juvenile Justice
, ~Itn- ~JL,....-L-.
'", . A Jury of His Peers . ." ,T ' .
DATES 10 REMEMBER
SPRING 1982
March 31 Wed
April 8-10
April 23
April 24
April 26-30
May 1-15
lune6
fhurs-Sat
Friday
Sat
Mon-Fri
Sat-Sat
Sun
last Day to Apply for July
Graduation
Holy Week Recess
last Day for Pass/Fail Election
last Class Day
Reading Period
Examinations
Commencement
SUMMER1982
May 25
June 2
fues
Wed
July 8
July 8
July 13-17
fhurs
fhurs
fues-Sat
First Day, of Class
last Day for late Registration or
Change of Program
last Day for Pass/Fail Election
last Class Day
Examinations
JULY BAR EXAMINATION
April 8
July 27-29
Timely filing of application
Bar Examination
New Clinic
Faculty Approves 'Semeste-r
AYlay' Judicial Extern ship
A proposal for a full-time
Clinical semester externship
program with the Federal Court
judges was adopted by the
faculty at the December 2, 1981
faculty meeting.
The program will be coordi-
nated through the Clinical Of-
fice under the direction of Ar-
nold Siegel and Cecilia Morris.
It will permit second and third
year students to spend one full
semester as an extern with a
Federal judge. The student's
work would be under the direct
supervision of the judge and
his/her law clerk and a full time
faculty member at Loyola. This
semester away would replace
one full semester of traditional •
academic work on campus. A
student would he permitted to
enroll in one additional class of I
no more than three credits.
The work commitment for
the program wiU consist of ap-
proximately r forty hours per
week for a period of fourteen
weeks to coincide with the
semester. Up to twelve units of
academic credit may be award-
ed for successful completion of
the program. The number of
units may be reduced if the par-
ticular student needs less than
twelve units for graduation or
enrolls in one other course.
Arnie Siegel
A faculty committee to super-
vise the Federal Judicial Extern
Program will be established,
and each student will be super-
vised by a member of this Com-
mittee. The supervising faculty
member will be responsible for :
Continued on page 5
AGENCY & PARTNERSHIP (Schechter, D) 2 units
Tu & Th 8:20-10: 10 pm inRm. No.3
BANKRUPTCY (Goldman, l) 3 units
Tui'W, Th 3:30-5:20 pm in Rm. No.'l
COMMUNITY PROPERTY (Goda) 2 units
.Tu& Th 8:20-10:10 pm in Rm. B
CON. LAW LIT. SEMINAR (Lower) - 3 units
Tu, W, Th 3:30-5:20 pm in Rm. No.2
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (Tolen feld) 3units
Tu, W, Th 5:45-7:35 pm in Rm. B
ENTERTAINMENT LAW (Dern) . 2 units
Tu& Th 8:20-10:10 pm in Rm. C
EVIDENCE (Goldman, S) 4 units
Tu, W, Th 5:45-8:10 pm in Rm._A
FAMILY LAW (Trinkaus) 3 units
Tu, W, Th 5:45-7:35 pm in Rm. No. 1
FEDERAL INCOME TAX I (Sliskovich} ,3 units
Tu, W, Th 8:20-10: 10 pm in Rm. A
LEGAL ETHICS (Benson) 2 units
Tu&.Th 5:45-7:35 pm in Mt. Ct. Rm.·
MEXICAN LAW (Loughran) 2 units.
Tu'& Th 8:20-10:10 pmln Rm. No.6
,OIL & GAS LAW (Fischer) 3 units
Tu, W, Th 8:20-10: 10 pm in Rm. No.2
PARTNERSHIP TAX (McDermott) 2 units
Tu& Th 5:45-7:35 pm in Rm. No.3
REMEDIES (LeClerq) 4 units
lu, W, Th 5:45-8:10 pm in Rm. C
TRIAL ADVOCACY {Uelmen) 3 units
Tu& Th 2:30-5:30 pm in Rm. D
TRUSTS & WILLS (Zovos) 4 units
Tu, W, Th 5:45-8: 10 pm in Rm. No.2
SUMMER SESSION r 98'2
Interested in Summer School?
Below is the 1982 Summer Session schedule.
Applications and brochures will be mailed to all Loyola
students os soon as they are available. ' .
For more information, inquire at Registrar's Office. '-,
Summer 1982 Class Schedule
"Crazed Brick Assaults Officials, film 'At 11"
, .
"J"\l ;lJl)tlll .f'~ • 1
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by Tim Thornton,- lineup. Apparently the brick
Gloria Blume and was lined up with five cinder
Stuart E~ner blocks. The defense asserts that
Early in. February the nation ' this fact _in some way led, Vice
was- startled by a brick's kami- ~ President Bush to pick out the
kaze assassination attempt on brick.
Vice President George Bush. The brick will have a: tougb
Quick and inspired police work, row to ~hoe on these issues,
.rerniniscent of the 'work by the assul1_1ing'they go up Oil appeal.
ltalttn--!·'Ieathemea,d" squad T.he ~ssues presented here will
that freed General Dozier led to -highlighj the debate currently
the apprehension of the suspect - 'raging, between "Chief- Justice
brick on the very same day. Bu~ger o~ t~eone hand, and in-
Within minutes of the attack, a telligent junsts and lawyers on
large area of the city was cor- the other hand, over w~eth.er to
doned off. A dozen police- and retract :or extend constitutional
military helicopters swarmed pr.otectlOns ~or those. accused of
overhead, playing Wagner's ~ cnm.es. Chief Justice Burger
"Ride of the Valkyries" from partlc~larly opposes any ~urther
their external speakers, while extensions of the Exclusionary However, before the psy-
hundreds of Secret Service Rule. chological testimony is even
agents tracked down the suspect
brick. Finally, two hours later, LIE: PLTS
three agents cornered the brick
as it tried to dash from its hiding ,
place in a bank night
depository. After an incredible
struggle, the three agents wrest 1- Have you ever wondered (a la LAWHER. The remaining
ed the brick to. the pavement Andy Rooney, "60 Minutes" plates in the feminist mode are:
and handcuffed it. style) about the license plates on MS WAH and MS 2 U and EQL
Since the-incredible fight the cars parked in Loyola's lot? RTS. '
brick was able to put up re- Particularly the ones that are Then there are the plates that
minded the officers of. similar personalized? Have you' ever remind us that some people at-
'Struggles they have had with thought about their implica- tending here had other careers'
other drug-crazed suspects, they tions in a setting where you're in their former lives: IMANRN,
tested the brick for the presence known by a -number, or by your CHANCpA, and DR TAX.
of any controlled substances. last name, if you're known at The majority of plates pro-
These tests revealed' trace all? Ever wonder about the kind mote the owner's name recogni-
amounts of phencyclidine (more of person who wonders ~about tion, using first or last names or
commonly known as "PCP"). license plates? Ever wonder' combinations thereof: WALCK,
when all these questions will IAMLEON~, MDUARTE,
'Reagan Points Finger stop and you will get some CHARLT, 3GRACE, 77BARB,
Vice President Bush picked answers? ,BARBIE7, CINDYU, PAM-
the brick out of a six-brick Well, I've conducted an in- BABY, SOOZQ, TROBE,
, lineup. There was immediately formal survey (in my spare time 'PKUEHN, RMVACAR,
intense speculation as to between Contracts ~and Civil GASDIA, JUSTlNP,
whether the brick had acted Procedure) of the personalized CAROL82, MRBEAK, SAND-
alone or was 'connected with plates in our parking lot and .~ FER, LILMAG, ITSBIGE,
some terrorist group. Upon first nave _attempted to draw some MISS AL, BAEKJ1, DEC AD
hearing of the attack, President conclusions about the kind of (husband-wife initials).
Reagan \~reportedly remarked, people who attend this school: Then there are the people who
"Those Libyan Brick Squads But fiist-a disclaimer! connect their identities with their
will stop at nothing!" Although Apologies to the owners of cars (understandable when you
not discounting the possibility plates I may have missed and consider the amount of time we
that this might .have been the apologies to those whose plates
work of the Libyan Brick I may have misread, misprinted,
Squads, sources in the FBI in- or misinterpreted. Before you
dicated that they were also in- are too quick to condemning
vestigating the possibility that' too quickly, ask yourself if the Continued from paqe 4
the Red Brickades of Italy were reasonable license plate maintaining .contact with the
involved. Police experts in- surveyor or ordinary prudence student and his/her judge or
dicated their belief that xthere under the same or similar cir- clerk. A student participating in
was no way that one brick act- cumstances would have so the program will be required to
ing alone could have done this. - acted: ' file reports with the supervising
Almost immediately, serious faculty member and a .formalIn general, I observed that
constitutional issues were raised report will be required from themost of the cars with per-
by the facts of this case. These court at the end of the semester.sonalized plates were not park- ~
problems have been raised in a Grading for, this programed in spots designated for facul-
series of pretrial motions by the shall be on a pass/fail basis.ty. Could it be that faculty
brick's attorneys - Gerald Uel- members get paid so little they The grades .shallbe assigned by
men, Michael Lightfoot and the 'supervising' faculty membercan't afford personalized'
Chris May. The case is entitled after consultation with the stu~plates? Or do you think they,United States v. One Kiln-Dried dent's supervising.J·udge and the
d . . I k purposefully keep a low profileRe Brick, Cnmma Doc et student.·
N b X 250 to protect themselves from vin- -urn er -815 .Students seeking placement l'n. dictive students? Whatever theThe first problem arose when ' this program must have success-r.eason, I did note three faculty ,
the police began interrogating plates, all of which reflect the fully completed at least three
the brick without appraising the semesters of work if they are a
f . d' h Of legal interests of each owner.suspect 0 Its Mlran a fig ts.,- 'full time day division student,
Id' . There is the property professorcourse the thresho Issue IS or five semesters of work if they
h h b . k . h' whose license is 0 TO A and thew eter a nc comes Wit m are a full time evening division
h .. I . f professor who apparently. t e constitutIOn a meamng 0 student. The required courses in
" "d h h h teaches,the subject on the plateperson an t us . as t e Civil Procedure and Crirninai
b fi f h F'f h d F - CHPTR 11. Probably the '.'ene It 0 tel t gn our- Procedure must have been com-
d most creative and unobtrusive isteenth amendments, an stan- pleted. Students seeking place'-
d· h' ht . the one owned by an instructor109 to assert t ose fig s. ment in this program must alsowith a specialty in sex discriini-
Brick Stonewalls Police nation law whose plate is a cite be in good academic standing at
The brick reportedly made -5C3Dl-a California Supreme the Jime of their request for
some comment to the effect that Court case. regarding the placement. Prior completion or
what Ronald Reagan lacks in revocation of a liquor license concurrent enrollment in the
intelligence is not made up in because female' bartenders had law school' course in Federal
any other respect, and that it been hired. Jurisdiction and Practice is also
had a crush on Brooke Shields, required, subject to the avail-
but that she ignored its en- Others who wanted to broad- ability of the coUrse.
tre~ties. Since then, however, cast their connection with law ~ Each student enrolled in this
the brick has continually re- incIud·ed: INPROPR, program must also submit a
sisted interrogation by the LAWR2B, ILAWCPA (a paper of publishable quality
Secret Service and the FBI, in- definite schizophrenic!), LAW dealing with a topic related to
voking its right to remain silent.. RAT, and WAW ESQ. nne the work performed as a judicial
A second motion seeks to ex- overlapping this category and extern. This paper must be sub-
c1ude' evidence of Vice President another category I call the mitted to the faculty advisor
Bush's identification in the "feminist statement plates" is before academic credit for the
.~IIIi. t•• ktl, ..t11tVt't'j '1'\ 'i~ :"i "~:1t;.;t>t "ta.!.:!!' • ;'!..~:! ~ f~r i ~ ."~{'!J~.' i~~t:~'L ~~~f.)_·t~r::Hit'~t H 'ilit U0If '.all";!2~Q' J ;ijl,'n ·H_·'_J~j,f.J} J :tj;,t~ J JJ~,!J.' J Is; '11J J!
.Already thevbrick ~has' un-
dergone intensive psychological
testing. One' psychologist felt
that the brick was insane, or as
he more colloquially put it
"cracked." However, a govern-
ment psychologist indicated that
he felt the brick was legally sane
at the time of the attack, and
just "has a chip on its
shoulder." The government psy-
chologist said that he un-
derstood bricks better than
other psychologists since he had
been a brick in a prior life.
Mens Rea in Corpore Sano
(A ,Guilty Mind in a Healthy
Body)
Page S
considered, the court must wre~--
tie with and decide the most in-
triguing issue of ail: can a brick
form the requisite mens rea to be
found guilty" ofa crime under .
our Anglo-American system of
criminal law?
It appears that the brick is an
unemployed, construction brick.
The brick was initially eating
quite well and being fed four
squares a day. Since then,
however, the brick has gone on
a hunger strike to protest his
treatment by authorities. Bricks
in several European capitals
have held candlelight vigils for
their fallen brother. Pink Floyd
and the Rolling Stones have
scheduled a Brick Benefit
Concert later this month.
"
First Year
-Law School
. ~ .. .~' -.
Final Blues
spend in them}:
LEDIESL, CES
POOSCAR.
, by Shelly Weisbart '
I've got the First Year Final
Blues
Oh God I don't know what
I'm gonna do!
Everybody 'round me is freak-
ing out.idropping out!
What if I'm the only one that
manages to -
Be the only one with all those
52's.
Oh dear I don't know what to
do
I've got the First Year Final
Blues.
, I missed class 'on February Two
Now I know that wasn't smart
to do
That'll be the class the prof's
TOOTMBL, goin' to test us on
CAR, and: And I only hand a fever of
one hundred and one!'
UlLJV.lAW? tJRA TRKY!
There are a number of plates
that describe something or some-
one by a short statement, ~a
single noun or a single adjective:
IM2HI4U, ITZGR8, ILPEUT
(for the bilingual amongst us? I),
LEFOXX, CATSMEO,
COKETTE, PASHN8, ATRI-
FLE, 'FUNLOVR, BRN2WN,
ILEGEND,' JE 007, PRTZL,
NAVAHOS, and MYSCRIPT.
Sports-minded Loyola
students demonstrated their No one seems to recognize me
talents or interests through at school!
ARMCHQB and EXPOS, while. I don't know, maybe I've
one plate proclaims loyalty for .suddenlr t~Jfned. bl~e
an obvious nearby alma mater, . I Just don t know If I'm gonna
WE3RUSC. make it rhru my first year at
In a more serious vein are two ole' Loyola Isaw School
(one previously mentioned) that Cause I don't know what to
qualify as direct political state- d0,
ments: MAKELUV, EQL RTS But I've certainly got diose .
and NONUKS4., Making some 'First Year Law School Fimll
Continued on page 9 Blues!!!
I don't know what to do
Cause I've got the First Year
. Final Blues. ~
Why isn't anybody going thru
what I'm going thru?
I wanted to be an attorney,
But I didn't want to go to law'
school.
And now I have the First Year
Final Blues.
program is awarded.' Students they wish to apply. These ap-
participating in this program plications will then be scheduled
may take other courses during to coincide with the recruitment
the semester with the express procedures of the various
permission of the Clinical Dir- judges. The judges' will be free
ector and supervising judge. to select externs from among
All students seeking to enroll the pool of applicants according
in the program must submit an to their own criteria: Assign-
application and resume to the ~ment of faculty supervisors will
Clinic office ~with a designation be coordinated by the Clinical
of the judge or judges to whom Director. '
Embezzlement
A Case Fr:om The U.S.'
Atto~ney's Office'
for American Indians. Marmaro
said that Gibbs was convicted of
embezzli~g fed.eral funds to pay
for, among other things, the rent
and utilities on his Long Beach,
Calif., apartment, various items
of clothing including a $540 suit,
a lavish' trip for himself and
three others to Miami. Florida,
to see the 1977 Orange Bowl
football game, and a wedding
reception for ·one of his
employees aboard the Queen
Mary. Marmaro said that
Gibbs' embezzlements totalled
approximately $'10,000.
-, Sandy E. Gibbs, 44, of Las
Vegas, Nevada, has been con-
victed of 22 counts of embez~
zling and converting federal
funds, in violation of Title 18,
United, States Code, Section
641. The fury returned its ver-
dict after a four-day trial before
the Honorable David V. Ken-
yon, Uniterl States District
Judge.
Gibbs was the founder and
president of Tribal American
Consulting Corporation, a
government-funded . organiza-
tion dedicated to helping disad-
vantaged American Indians in
the Los Angeles area. According Gibbs faces a maximum
to Asst. U.S. Atty. Richard, sentence of 10 years in prison
Marmaro, of the Special and $10,000 'fine on each of 14
Prosecutions Unit. who felony counts, and a maximum
prosecuted the case, Gibbs' sentence of one year and $1,000
organization received over $6 fine on the eight misdemeanor
million in government funds counts. Gibbs will be sentenced
between 1977 and 1979, to on April 12, 1982, before Judge
educate and provide job training Kenyon.
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Editorial
Ignorance Of Community
Loyola law students kick in a student activity fee as
part of their Registration -dues at the beginning of
each school year. The Student Bar Associations use
these fees to fund student organizations and plan the
year's social activities. In handling these fees during
Registration, the school acts as a collecting agent for
the Day and Evening SBAs. However, in Fall, 1980,
instead of turning over to the SBAs these funds,
which amounted to approximately $15,000, the Ad-
ministration inexplicably held these student funds for
their own use until months later. And despite pledges
and promises last year and at the beginning of the
current term that such a despicable event would not,
again reoccur, this same act of-conversion was carried
out this year;
The school is also adept at practicing a more subtle
form of inability to recognize its students' integrity.
For example, when the Administration has scheduled
a "Loyola Law School Community" picnic in the
past couple of years, 'Only last-minute otice has
been provided to the student body. In fact, major
hustling has gone on just to recruit students to stage,
sporting events at the annual picnic.
Even this newspaper, which was touted as necessary
and essential to the dissemination of information
important to students, is often overlooked as a forum
by which news could be released. Instead, students
are presumably expected to read about events in past
tense, in the glossy pages of the Loyola Lawyer, the
school's monthly public relations magazine.
In effect, it seems that the Administration, tucked
away at the far end of a long second floor' co oridor ,
will only teach out to the students below when they
• have to, occasionally throwing out a carrot (and some
wine and cheese) in an effort to save face. ,
Loyola students are continually and increasingly
reaching out for administrative association; yet the
communicative force seems only to rush. in one
direction.'-
Why is there this resistance?
The ivory tower is a high tech fortress, yet it is also
a pyramid turned on its head. The spoils of the upper
eschelons of the law school community -' the 3rd-
level faculty library and lounge - may at will flow
into the second floor staff lounge, all of whichmay
willy-nilly funnel into the "Students' Lounge."
The drawn lines are as mechanical as the new
building itself. Like the rebellious graffiti which will
soon be etched upon the walls of the ivory tower, the
present resentment which students have toward the
indifference to their needs will be engraved upon
these future alumnuses' minds. Indeed, ','The Loyola
Law School Community"exists only in the minds
of the "haves."
For the most part, it's true: the majority of students
at Loyola don't give a damn about anything other .
than that which directly affects their own livelihood.
A large lot of oblivious to the stark contrast between
the periphery of the school, with its broken homes
and dreams of survival, and the climate-controlled
shelter of the ivory tower, beside which they -park their
BMWs. Many are indifferent even to the hurts and
_needs of their own fellow future colleagues, unless
those competitors happen also to be close friends.
Yet this same ignorance of community which
aba'unds Loyola,' exists within the school's corridors.
, Continued on page 10
Broken Dreams ••• Or A Hope For Community?
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the bottom half ...
The Bottom, Half
By Joan Profant
Director of Placement
It seems a harsh and indeli-
cate phrase to use on the cold
page'. However, nearly every law
student and most professors and
hoards of lawyers are willing to'
voice it loudly in chopping-knife
tones. It is a piece of legal
jargon, a technical term, that I
had not heard in the corporate
world or in education,
As the Placement person, I
am asked repeatedly, "What do
you do with the Botiom Half?"
The image rises up of a mythical
beast of subterranean origins
looming ominously on the
horizon. Some scene of pearls
and c1011ds with Hollywood fog
swirling is conjured up with can-
, my knowledge, the top half or
tile top 10% does not pay double
student fees (that pays the salary
that feeds my kids) and their
special employment statistics
don't fill in extra spaces when
the final employment report
from the recent Class is tallied in
the spring, Grades don't mean
much to a counseling office to
be candid.
So to unravel another part of
the myth, a placement resource
only taps the market and facili-
tates graceful moves. The re-
, sponsibility and power is' quite
. obviously vested in the job can-
didate and employer, As the
talent agent, I "do" no more
and no less for any single stu-
deht. .
Out of 35,000 law firms in the country, 34,000
have fewer than 20 lawyers.
didates stepping-happily to the
right or rwearily moVing, sen-
tenced, to the left.
Obviously, I am in a position
to . be painfully aware of the
reality that employers do use
grades as a criterion in legal hir-
ing to an astonishing extent.
However, I think a brief ex-
amination of the Bottom Half'
and their fate is useful. I will
even share my secrets about
what those interesting people
who are "in" the Bottom Half
do to obtain jobs and success.
What does a spot check re-
veal about the bottom half when
I peruse the survey question-
naires of those I know from the
class of 1981? Several individ-
ual cases may help you asse_ss
the situation to a' small extent.
Evening student, attractive
and confident, makes $37,000
for a huge nationally known '
firm .... A "born" trial per-
sonality worksin a small good
litigation firm that hires after
bar results. . . . Older woman
, day student makes $30,000
salary at ideal small firm in Cen-
tury City after clerking ex-
tensively during law school. ...
A hard-working, motivated '81
grad is moved to the big case
with the name senior. partner
after three months with the firm.
... A happy attractive go-getter
not choosing to practice law
serves as a major official in the
1984 Olympic Games .... A
self-reliant grad wanting out of
Los Angeles and. into a prosecu-
torial position gets dream job.
These were talented people
and friends whose personalities
and motivations I happen to
know. What does the Bottom
Half do ... work harder and
learn a lot about what it takes to
succeed after you've gotten the
job. "
I also have dear friends in the
top half and even cherish some
law review editors. However, to
These are the concrete actions
available to the students who do
find options closing because of
the structure of the legal profes-
sion. Take advantage of two of
the Placement Center services
areas: information and advice,
Peruse the resource library,
directories, clerk assessment
files from former clerks and
soon, the employment records
from previous classes. Attend
group counseling sessions and
pick up written materials about
resumes, cover letters and inter-
viewing. You'd pay an outside
consultant for the same infor-
mation.
But what about the Placement
Center's first responsibility,
jobs? The sad fact is we won't
identify a great many of the
jobs. The American Lawyer re-
ported last fall that there are
35,000 law firms in the country,
and 34,000 have fewer than 20
lawyers. Even considering that
last year we listed 1,00{) clerk
positions from the 492 listed in
1977-78, it must' be understood
that the small firm won't inter-
view on any law school campus
nor does recruiting in a. highly
organized fashion seem impor-
tant to the firm. Information
from the current employment
survey will more succinctly
make the point.
Question: ..How did you get
the job?" (From 84 responses
collected to date. We have just
begun survey collection.) .
Answer: .
Fall on-campus program _
19 ~
Placement job listings for law
clerks - 13
Placement job listings for at:
torneys - 2
Faculty referral - 1 •
, Clinical program contacts _
4
Friends - 12
. Family - 6 .
Continued on page 10
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Guest Editorial
Protecting T
Necessity of
By Robert I
The first known rentCOl
cient Rome. Since that time
have been hotly debated tl
Control has been labeled "I
and unconstitutional" andI
decrease in the birth rate an
recently, rent control has be
the construction of rental h:
to the national rental housi
Although one needs litt
tate economics to know tha. "-
courage the construction of
necessarily follow that rent(
.sparsity of rental housing C
Throughout the countr
exception rather than the n
housing is being constructe
struction, and financim
developments unattractive'
lucrative investments. In
costs, not rent control, mu
decline in rental heusing cc
. The effectiveness of
measured by what it is inten
rent control is not intende
housing, its effectiveness she
number of new 'rental units
Rent control is clearly e
tended objective - the pro
rent control laws are gene
* Robert M. Myers is the City A
june! faculty member at Loyolaan
Aid Foundation of Los Angeles.
"teriants with protection ag:
warranted evictions. In s(
Monica, the rent control las
protection by, limiting the I
demolitions and condomini
Rent control is aimed
vated investment in other I
landlords develop the hous
- the landlord makes an inve
, ment building that' may h,
before and that may have cl
of times. Consequently, rent
regulate housing producers.
To understand the bel
necessary to' understand the
vestments. A landlord's pr
principal sources. First, ren
provide the landlord with ir
all operating expenses and j
the tax laws provide a-numb
use .of a largely fictitious dep
'tax loss evert though profitis
profits are often realized w
building. "Leverage" maxin
mitting the landlord to acqui
a small down payment. The
price is financed by a loanul
through rent.. .
In California metropob
available from the sale of:
principal force driving up I
buildings with the -intention
after a short holding period,
sold two and three timesin.
usually accompanied bya
higher financing costs of the,
since the value of an apartm
- mined by its income, rents\
the price that could be obtai
again resold.
The sales history of (J
lustrates this process. Listei
price, and the amount of the
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oughout the world. Rent
I·Christian, un-Arnerican,
ISeven been blamed for a
theFall of France. More
1blamed for discouraging
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.understanding of real es-
rent control does not en-
:wrental units, it does not
ntrolis responsible for the
struction.
where rent control is the
:, little multifamily rental
The costs of land, con-
make rental housing
len compared with more
her words, development
be blamed for the sharp
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at control can only be-
:d to accomplish. Because
to encourage new rental
Idnot be measured by the
uilt.
xtive to accomplish its in-
ction of tenants. Modern
lIy structured to provide
vney jor Santa Monica. an ad-
r senior attorney with the Legal
n rent increases and un-
e cities, such as -Santa
rovides additional tenant
s of rental units through
Iconversions.
regulating a profit-rnoti-
iple's housing. Very few
l that they rent. Instead,
lent in an existing apart-
: been built many years
iged ownership a number
ntrol laws,do not directly
~ts of rent control, it is
onomicsof apartment in-
it is realized from three
are usually sufficient to
me after the payment of
ancingexpenses. Second,
ofbenefits, including the
eiationexpense to showa
alized.Third, substantial
enthe landlord sells the
~esprofit on sale by per-
:thebuilding initially with
emainderof the purchase
natelypaid by the tenants
Inareas, the large profits
anment buildings was a
nts. Speculators acquired
If realizing a quick profit
lomeapartment buildings
singleyear. Each sale was
nt increase reflecting the
:wlandlord.Additionally,
nt building is often deter-
:reincreased to maximize
edwhenthe building was
e apartment building il-
lelowis the sale date, sales
andlord'scash investment
Continued on page 10
When· Reagan Gets .Ihe Government
Off Our Backs, look Who Gets On
by Robert W. Benson*
Deregulation is one of the
showhorses in the Reagan ad-
ministration's table. Like its
sister, Reaganomics, it was sired
on the GOP stud farm for the
elite, and is of the Trojan breed.
During the first year of the
administration, deregulation
has been trotted out almost as
often as Reaganomics. Deregu-
lation is going to "get the
government off the backs of the
American people, " says the
President, by cutting away "the
thicket of irrational and
senseless regulations." We will
"return the nation to prosperity,"
he promises. The administra-
tion boasts that its deregulation
program has already cut the
pages of the Federal Register,
the official daily journal which
prints all federal regulations.
Indeed, in only one year the
Federal Register has shrunk
from 89,539 pages to 59,759, a
thumping 33 percent. Hoorah
for Deregulation!
There is, however, a pin that
needs to be stuck in this·
balloon of enthusiasm for cuts
in the size of the Federal
Register.
Let us concede that this ad-
ministration, like its predeces-
sors, has found and eliminated
some silly red tape, such as the
. conflicting rules from two dif-
ferent agencies that required a
meat packing plant both to
wash its floors several times a
day and to keep the floors dry at
all times. To the extent that the
cut in the- Federal Register
measures that sort of thing, it is
an index of an increase in liberty
and common sense. But elimi-
nation of silly red tape does not
add up to a 33 percent reduction
in the Federal Register. Most of
that 33 percent cut represents
merely a shift to a new kind of
regulation, a kind that helps the
administration's friends and
hurtsits opponents.
One aspect of this new Reagan
regulation is regulation by
secret law. A small bright spot
in the struggle to make govern-
ment just a little rational and
fair has been the trend over the
last two decades for agencies to
state their policies openly, to
give reasons for what they do,
and to allow the. public to com-
ment on their proposed actions
before the actions are final. The
trend has been nu~tured by
court decisions, by laws like the
Freedom of Information Act,
the Advisory Committee Act,
(and the Sunshine Act, as well as
by various public and private in-
terest groups seeking a voice in
administrative process.
The natural result of this
open-government trend has
been an increase in the pages of
the Federal Register, which in
effect is a sort of "newspaper"
whose function it is to reflect
much of these agency policies, ,
reasons, and invitations for
public comment.
The Reagan administration is
now reversing that trend. Why?
Because open policies,' open
reasons and open public com-
ment cramp its discretion to
govern as it wishes. Undisclosed
policies and reasons allow it the
flexibility to make ad hoc,lir-
bitrary and opportunistic deci-
sions, from friend to friend and
enemy to enemy. This is regula-
tion by bureaucratic discretion
and secret law, yet it shows up
as a reduction in the size of the
Federal Register which the ad-
ministration can trumpet as
deregulation.
The other aspect of this
Reagan "deregulation" is simply
the substitution of private for
public regulation. This too is
reflected in a smaller Federal
Register, though there is cer-
tainly no less regulation than
before, only regulation with dif-
ferent content and different en-
forcers.
Pure deregulation, of course,
is a myth. For we are caught, all
of us in this country and in this
century, in complex social
machinery. To imagine that we
can extricate ourselves from the
machinery is to dream of the
days of hansom cabs and
candlewax. The President
dreams nostalgically of those
simpler, freer times, but the
reality is that our lives will
always be regulated. If the
government doesn't regulate us,
the private sector will, and what
lies hidden in the belly of the
Trojan horse of Reagan deregu-
lation is regulation b.y private
interests.
The President's aides, 'at
least, -know this well. It is hard
to guess whether the President
himself knows it, because he
possesses that ingenuous ability
not only to relate myths- but to
believe in them.
Shal1 we deregulate the auto
makers by cutting down the
rules for air bags, seat belts and
emission levels? Terrific, then
the auto makers will regulate us
by deciding how many more
people will die in highway
crashes, what the rate of in-
crease will be in dirty air
diseases, which crops will' be
lost to pollution, and how much
everyone's insurance premiums
will go up to pay for all this.
Get the government off the
backs of the motorcyclists and
dune buggy enthusiasts?
Thwack! There they are on your
back, and in your ears, in the
middle of the desert sands.
Ease up on enforcement of
employment discrimination
rules? Sorry, your career has
just come under the control of a
white male who dines at a club
that won't let you in the door.
This can hardly be called
deregulation. it is substitution
of private for public regulation,
ana its guiding principle is not
some lofty belief that big
government stifles liberty, nor
even some weighing of social
costs and benefits. Its guiding
principle is simply that of the
spoils system: plunder your op-
ponents and reward your
friends. The proof of this is that
in the rare instance when the ad-
ministration's constituencies
would be helped by more rather
than less government regulation
- as is the case with the ad-
ministration's immigration pro-
posals, or its plan to require
doctors to notify parents of girls
under 18 who receive birth con-
trol devices - the President is
prepared to hand out govern-
ment regulation in horse doses.
·Professor Bensen teaches Ad-
ministrative Law.
Loyola Law Review: A Response To Common' Charges
. By Marc Ward and
Michael Lebovitz
When the 'Loyola Law
Review moved into its new
suite, the opaque stripping that
once covered the windows and
prevented an "inside view" was
removed. Passing students
curiously watch the operation of
a mysterious, some say elite, in-
stitution.
Every year, each student pays
$14 toward a mandatory sub-
scription. to the ~Review, gen-
erating a minimum of $14,000
for a journal. most unques-
tionably consider necessary.
Todd Stark, Editor-In-Chief
of the Review, said the purpose
of the journal is to "promote
legal scholarship" and generate
"prestige for the school." He
said the review is <a "practi-
tioner's journal" to which at-
torneys, judges and students can
look for a quick but comprehen-
sive discussion of a given topic.
"Two of our sections," he
said, "are the Criminal and
Labor Law Surveys which
analyze recent Ninth Circuit
and Supreme Court decisions.
This gives an attorney a topical
reference in these two areas."
Stark said these are two of their
most po-pular sections.
"Being on the Review is an in-
tense writing experience, which
hones your research skills." And
by giving the school more
prestige, he noted, the value of
one's degree from Loyola is en-
hanced, making each. graduate'
more marketable.
Professor Harry Laughran,
faculty advisor to the Review
for 14 years and a past member
of the Tulane University Law
Review, said that besides being
a professional research tool, the
Review furnishes a creative out-
let.
"A faculty member can only
convey ideas to a -limited audi-
ence, and the Review provides
an outlet for the publication of
scholarly work," Laughran said.
Why Have A Review?
But, does the Review exist
only for the few people who are
on it? According to Laughran,
the existence of a quality review
"enhances the value of your de-
gree more than the $14-a-year
forced subscription." Phyllis
Kupferstein, Articles Editor of
the Review, said a law school is
not thought of very highly if it
doesn't have a law review. Part
of the -prestige of a "name"
school is the existence of its law
review.
Placement Director Joan Pro-
fant said the Review is very
worthwhile for those students
who are not on staff. "The
megafirms that value the symbol
and substance of a law review,"
she said, "will do more on-
campus recruiting if it exists.
When they recruit here, other
firms, agencies and public in-
terest people note that the mega-
firms are recruiting at Loyola,
and they will want to recruit
here also. Part of the answer to
the question, 'Are you a good
school?' is law review."
No one doubts the resume Others, work primarily at home
value of law review, but as an but average 20-30 hours per
isolated item, is it a glaring ab- week. "It's definitely well de-
sence from the resumes of those _ served," she said.
who are not on it? Profant said
that law review shows a re-
cruiter that "you can produce
something." If two people were
both in the top portion of their
class, the one on law review may
be perceived as having "team-
work qualities, one who is com-
fortable ·in a group setting and
not a crazy, single-track, book-
type person." She said it shows
you' can produce a tangible
work product.
Laughran said that law re-
view is only "honorific" be-
cause recruiters know it is well
deserved.
"It is the single, truly in-depth
experience you get here,"
Laughran stated.
He said it makes a Review
member feel like he is in a
graduate school because he
"gets the time to do it right. Go-
ing to classes and taking exams
does not allow that." It refines
the tools that enable you to dig
into other. subjects, Laughran
added. "It's a practical analogy
to when you begin working for a
client who.can afford to pay you
to do it right."
Both Stark and Kuperfer-
stein echoed that the honor is
well deserved. Editors get three
units of credit per semester and
staffers get two, but K uperstein
said that some editors like Stark
are constantly working in the of-
fice, sometimes 40 hours a week.
To Be Or Not •••
Michael Cerrina, who is now
Vice President of the St.
Thomas More Honor Society,
was a staff member his second
year. He chose not to go on and
tryout for editor. He said that
"it was up to the individual how
much he wants to get out of it.
You can learn a tremendous
amount, or you can learn
nothing. You feel the article you
are working on is widely read so
you want it to be right. There
are so many avenues you have
to look into." Cerrina said.
though, that it was the coinci-
dental work that made the ex-
perience applicable to other
things. "You see so much of
other people's writing, and you
can learn from it."
Cerrina also felt that the work
was worth the honor and the .
units. He said to be a "hard-core
editor" vou really had to put
vour heart into the Review be-
cause an editor is responsible for
insuring the journal's credi-
bility to the students and the
school. He felt that a second
"ear on the Review was' sub-
stitutable (in his case. by St.
Thomas More).
As a staff member. Cerrina
was responsible for writing an
article as well as doing other
"necessary grunt work" like
cite-checking. blue-booking and
Continued on page 9~
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table most of the time and tired
all of the time. Aside from one'
student who had serious cornli-
cations after her child's birth, "
none of the students missed
many classes and nobody miss-
ed an exam.
All four students talked to an
administrator about anticipated
problems. Deans Grant and
- Vachon and Registrar Frank
Real were usually approached
for counseling and help in
scheduling classes. As classes
go, all four women had been
taking night classes before
becoming pregnant and all four
managed to re-schedule some of
these classes into the day time-
slot. There seemed to be no prob-
lem with grades either; GPAs
may have dipped, but all four
managed to bring them back up
quickly and one student said it
was her best semester.
Surprisingly, what one would
think would be a major worry
- finding a job that will allow.
time for one's family - was.
passed off as no problem at all.
Loyola's Directorot: Place-"
ment, Joan Profant, thought
. differently. She said that
women who have chosen both
children and a career must per-
form a constant balancing act in
which they juggle career, time
with children, and time with
spouse. Profant finds it alarm-
ing that so many women stu-
dents dismiss such a difficult
balancing as routine.
Legal Burden
The practice of law said Pro-
fant, is a horribly demanding
profession and as yet she sees no
trend toward sharing family life
and the accompanying obliga-
. tions between husband and
wife. She believes that the ex-
pectation is still that the wife,
rather than the husband, will
leave her job to raise a child and
that even if the wife remains on
the job, she will still have the
basic responsibility of child-
rearing.
Since the demands of a lawyer
are quite heavy, Profant believes
that women with children even-
tually limit themselves to
"manageable workday" - type
jobs such as corporate counsel
and government-related law.
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"The more valued \ the
employee is, the more cre-
ative the firm will get.,
said one woman' about
maternity leave.
"
-<...
Babes
InProfant- also believes certain .;;.areas of law, such as Labor,Entertainment and Interna-tional Law, have 'held out in
,hiring women, although that to allow time to become estab-
appears to be changing. On the lished and build up a good
other hand, what she said about reputation. ' "
women limiting themselves ap- ' Maternity Leave
pears to be true: all but one of A number of women attorneys
the interviewed students said ,- all Loyola alums- - who
they planned to look for jobs have children, were asked about
with "regular" or "flexible" maternity leave and company
hours and even "part-time," policies. The length and terms
that "fits with their life needs';" regarding leave varied from
Looking on the positive side, firm to firm, as did the actual And if thestudent had decided
Profant thought it might be an periods of time taken off by to breast feed the baby - as two
advantage to have had the chil- those women interviewed. said they did - arranging. class
dren while still in law school, Lengths of time varied from one schedules around feeding times
because the' problems of preg- year to a few weeks. The most was insanity time! ' '
nancy and arranging childcare accepted period of time off Most of the women noted the
would already be resolved. An seems' to he three months, importance of a supportive hus-
employer would thus be more usually unpaid, although that band - someone who took care
comfortable knowing that the varied too. Profant mentioned of baby while she was at school,
issue had been handled' well. 'that during the Fall On-Campus or who would pick up baby
The women interviewed agreed interviewing, she was surprised from the sitter on the way not slow any progress in their
that it was probably.easier bear- that many firms were unsure as home. Several of the 'women also careers. They did, not say they
ing their, children while they to maternity leave policy, usual- mentioned that time alone with were unhappy with the pace at
were still in school because they ly had not attempted to for- their husbands was close to which their careers were moving
were able to re-arrange their mulate such a policy, and used never. When asked-if they felt and -many said that they didn't _
class schedules and found time the interviewing process as an any guilt over leaving their feel they had been passed over
to study "around the baby." opportunity to meet with other children with someone while as far as raises or promotions.
However, Maika Tasoff firms and trade ideas. they went off to school or work, One woman remarked, "having
pointed out that "when you Interestingly enough, several several said "yes," especially a child is a diversion of YOU{,
come home from school, you're of the attorneys interviewed when their babies were sick. A energies, but -it doesn't make'
not. finished with it _:. you still said that they were now working few said," though, they felt ab- you less of a lawyer."
have to study, whereas when or were planning to work only solutely no guilt, but that Everyone interviewed said
you're working, when you go part-time, usually four days a friends, family or strangers may something to the effect that
home at the end of the day, week, i.e., 30 hours a' week. have tried to make them feel bad "children _tend to level you
work is over." "The more They saw part-time schedules about the situation. One of the out," in that they provide an
valued the employee is, the becoming more acceptable, attorneys opined that the longer "inherent balance" to one's life
more creative the firm will get, " although one woman pointed one stays out on leave, say, until _and keep away the threat of
said one women about rnaterni- out, "the more valued the the baby is six months old, the becoming a workaholic. Many
ty leave. employee is, the more creative harder it would be to part with said that having a baby was
Several attorneys interviewed the firm will get." baby 'during the workday. definitely a good experience and
agreed that, having children Arranging for childcare after When asked if having and planned to have more children
while still in law school might the child's birth, in order to raising a child has slowed them even though there is "no time to
be easier as leaves of absences return to work or school, seem- down in terms of career goals or do anything.'; As Ruth Phelps
, would not be required and less ed to provide the most anxiety. time, in school, reactions varied. of Berg & Phelps (who has an 11 '
stress would exist. In addition, All used either babysitters or, if Most of the students planned to month old son and is expecting
several recommended not be- finances allowed, housekeepers. graduate on time or only one her second child this summer)
coming pregnant in the first For the students, the most hec-' semester behind their class- remarked, "Life goes at 90
year of practice- and advised tic time for arranging childcare mates. The attorneys as a group miles an hour, but it's a
~~lH!,1~.~.~2.!£wf?~~J'.~~!~.!.o.~L.~S_". ~L~9!!r.s_t?~.,,~\lriQ8..fiQ,~ls.," \,el.i~,".~d,.th~!~~":.i~K~.s~j!~L~!~._>.~~~.~~.r.~1.f:el~~&:.': _...••
. "
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Continuedfrom page 7 ability as the research skills are
proofreading .. A staff member developed later." According to
picks a tOPIC, generated by Stark, last year 150 people took
himself or chosen off a list and out the assignment, 100 turned
writes an article for the Note it in, and from those 30 were
andComment section of ~he Re- asked to join. Both Stark, a
view. Not every article is "grades invitee" and Kupfer-
published. Stark said a student stein, a "write-on," said each
may go through three to five group is treated exactly the same
drafts and have his article read once they are on the staff.
by professors and practitioners Stark said that currently you
before it is published. have to write on to the various
How To Be j<?urnals separately, be it th~ Re-
So how does one get on the View, E~tertamment, Bus~ness,
R ' ? Th t fi t f International, etc. He said ateVlew. e op tve percen 0 ' .
the finishing first-year class is Hll:s!tngs, there, .IS only one
'" it d" t ti t M t wntmg competition and themVIe 0 par ictpa e. os, . 'I f
di t St k t C journa s select rom the oneaccor mg 0 ar, accep. er- . .
. id h t db "it wr itmg sample. Professornna Sa! e accep e ecause I L h id h h
h d t t d "I d aug ran sal t at t ere used towas ar 0 urn own. n a - b . "
dition a writing competition is e no wnte-ons, and back t~en
, . law reviews were,seen as being
held each summer, usually right ' liti t " H t d th t F I'
f f I d ddi I verye I IS . e no e a e IXater mas, an a mona F rkf t id th t
students are selected on the ran ur er once sal a,
basis of their writing ability. system was, in fact, democratic
because "all you had to be was
Kuperstein said that the smart."
procedure changes every year,
but last year's assignment was a
JO-page office memo with a list
of cases to use. She said that "all
they want to test is your writing
Iy, the Review is behind in pro-
duction. Stark said that the July
1981 cases will be analyzed in
the surveys in the April 1982
issue. Kupferstein said that this
year they are trying to produce
Community---....._..__.
Continued from paAe 6
There are presently 37 staff
members and 16 editors on the
Review. Stark said that this may
increase next semester. Current-
We students are beseiged with notices and edicts of
the activities and prohibitions of the law school com-
munity, but are never quite told how we are a part of
this "brotherhood" - other than as its- source of
capital.
Like the barriers which attempt to keep the Latinos
in the downtown community away from the ivory
tower, so are Loyola students kept from the inner
sanctum of the "Loyola community." Loyola stu-
dents are barred from participating on major com-
mittees which directly affect the student body, e.g.,
Admissions, Financial Aid. The absence of student
mailboxes and the imposition of restrictions on the
posting of student notices in the new building prevent
students from easily communicating with each other.
Yet it seems quite proper to condone the actions of
-faculty members who have embellished their doors
with political cartoons and notices of their own. And
of course every faculty member is awarded a personal
mailbox.
MULTISTATE SPECIALI'ST
Last year, over 1,000California law school graduates
chose PMBR as their Bar Review Course. Learn why
PMBR is the Multistate Specialist in preparing
students for their Multistate Bar Examinatfon.
r A "bank" of over 1,000 PMBR
questions covering the areas of
Contracts, Torts, Crimina' Law,
Constitutional Law, Property and
Evidence.r Fully detailed explanatory answers.
rSupplemental Course Outlines.rPMBR "Multistate Testing - Skills
and Techniques" book.
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Name __
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balance is to be paid prior to or at the sernlnar.)
Please specify whether you wish to attend the PMBR 1982Winter or
Summer Seminar: -.,. _
o I wish to purchase the PMBR Multistate review cassette tapes only.
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All ABA students enrolling before May tst, 1982, will receive a free set
of PMBR Mu/tistate Review Cassette Tapes. l~-------------------------------------------------
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TOLL FREE
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*All ABA Members and ABA/LSD st~~ents .will be e~titled to a 30% discount on the upcoming
PMBR Multistate Seminars. Total tuition With ABA discount - $175.00. .
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six issues instead of, the usual
four in order to be caught up by
summer. professor Laughran
said that "lateness is endemic to
law reviews. First-year students
are not yet getting the law re-
view because they paid for the
next volume, and we are still try-
ing to finish the current one." In
fact, he said, many law reviews
have given up dating their re-
views and have gone to a
"Volume-Number" system to
avoid embarrassment.
Stark said that all money re-
ceived goes straight into produc-
tion. In addition to the $14,000
it receives in student subscrip-
tions, there are also outside sub-
scriptions and a small amount
of advertising.
/
"First-year stUdents are not
yet getting the law review be-
cause they paid for the next
volume, and we are still trying
to finish the current one."
"Some outside subscriptions
and advertising are done on an
exchange basis," said Stark. "A
school will subscribe to us, and
we will subscribe to them; or
Shepard's gets an ad, and we get
listed in their books."
In addition, the Review was
recently donated a word-pro-
cessing system by a law firm that
was changing to a new system. '
Stark said that the word pro-
cessors can be used by other
publications, but he said, as yet,
no one has used them.
It has been said that law re-
views are meant to be written
and not read. According to Pro-
fant, "big firms value the
'badge' law review represents
when lawyers look for students
with backgrounds like their
own." Law review remains a
symbol -- be it of achievement,
work product, responsibility or
writing ability. Quality remains
important if the school is to
maintain the prestige associ-
ated with a professional re-
search tool. And thus, our
degree values seem' to be depen- '
dent on this prestige.
No one, however, seemed to
be able to explain why a mega-
firm or a clerk-needy justice
values "Law Review" over
responsibility-laden honors.
Perhaps the mystique of law
review is reproducing itself. And
it' is therefore probably ap-
propriate that even though the
opaque window-stripping was
removed, smoked glass has re-
mained.
ULUVLAW?
Continued from page 5
sort of statement or at least a
command is the plate, ELUDE.
And last but not least are the
"stumpers," the ones for me, at
least, that are not unlike the-ones
you see daily on the freeway and
nearly run into trying to figure
out what in the heck they're try-
ing to get across! Peering into'
the car window at the driver
usually gives no clues either.
They remain mysteries to all ex-
cept the drivers and their inner
circle of friends who have been
told how to crack the code.
Maybe in your spare time you
can figure these out:
WOO.sHES, BROOKSY,
NZCANDY, DRILLM,
GREYSNO, KT OC,
DADGUM, ZBLU Z, ILSMS,
AMNSYL, and ROCKORD.
In the next issue - bumper
stickers?!
Sherrill Kushner
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rnent buildings. However, rent control, with its ann~al
rent adjustments, still permits landlords to realize
reasonable profits from rental income, tax benefits, and
more moderate appreciation. _ ..,
Preventing speculation in apartment buildings IS
certainly one of the intended effects of rent control. ~he
constant turnover of rental properties does not provide
any new rental housing. Instead, this process substan-
tially, enriches a few people while propelling a nev.er-
ending cycle of rent increases that makes rental housing
, unaffordable for most tenants.
By regulating rent increases, eVICtIOns and o~her
As the information indicates, 1l1:! property value causes of tenant displacement, rent control provides
more than doubled during this four-year per.io~. Each meaningful protection. Given the national rental hous-
time the property was sold, profit from appreclat.IOn was ing crisis, the homes of millions of Americans should not
realized. (The difference between purchase price and be the object of a real-life game of Monopoly where the
sales price.) 'Without taking into account profit from. need for decent shelter is repeatedly trampled in the
cash flow and tax benefits, the profit realized by the first landlord's rush to pass "GO."
three landlords can be roughly calculated: When measured against its objective of providing
needed tenant protection, rent control is clearly effec-
tive. As our national housing goal proclaims, every
American has the right to a decent home and suitable
living environment. This proclamation falls short of
reality so long as tenants are displaced through rent in-
creases, unjustified evictions, demolitions and con-
dominium conversions. Today, the alternative to rent
c~ntrol is an uncontrolled housing market where profit
is more important than people's housing.
Rent Control-~~---
Continued. from page 7
for a four-unit apartment building located in Santa
Monica:
Sale Date
October, 1974
December, 1976
August, 1977
October, 1978
Sales Price
$ 72,000 .
$100,000
$165,000
, $195,000
Investment
$10,890
$20,000
$64,350
$58,500
Months of
Ownership.
27
9
13
Return on
Investment
259%
325%
47%
Compounded
Annual Return
77%
588%'
42%
Profit .
$28,000
$65,000
$30,000
As can be seen, the profits realized by each landlord
from the sale of the property was substantial. Obviously,
rents did not remain constant. In just four years, annual
rents for this property increased by 85%, an annual com-
pounded rate of 17%. (During the same four-year
period, the Consumer Price Index increased by 32%, an
annual compounded rate of 7%.)
this is just one of many examples of the profits
made from the buying and 'selling of apartment
buildings. An .economist with the UCLA Business
Forecasting Project has estimated that apartment values
for Santa Monica's 36,000 rental units increased by as,
much as 1.5 billion dollars in the last 10 years.
It is not surprising that landlords oppose rent con-
trol. Once rents are controlled, the upward spiral of in-
creased property decelerates, reducing the profit
potential available from the buying and selling of apart-
=~r
SUBJECT
Contracts
Civil Procedure
The Loyola Reporter
Continued from page 3 ' location of the photographer
located on the SBA bulletin will be posted.
board in the Burns Building lob- If you are interested in help-
by. These photographs will be ing with the yearbook, please
used in the yearbook and leave your name and phone'
students may purchase in- number in the SBA office. If
dividual photographs or you have any suggestions for a
packages. There is no charge for name for the yearbook, please
having these, photographs leave them in the SBA office.
taken, so IF YOU WANT At the time your picture is
YOUR PICTURE IN THE, taken you must order and pay
YEARBOOK please sign up and for your yearbook. The charge
have your picture taken. The for the book is $12.50 per copy.
-FIRST YEAR REVIEW
- Free Lectures -
Open to All Students
LECTURER DATE
- Douglas Whaley, Ohio State
Arthur R Miller, Harvard
Saturday, March 27
Sunday, March 28
LAW SCHOOL AND BAR EXAMSMANSHIP
Criminal Law (LIVE)
Real Property
Criminal Procedure (LIVE)
Torts
Michael Josephson, Loyola (LIVE)
Julian Juergensmeyer, Univ. of Florida
Saturday, April 3
Sunday, April 4
Michael Josephson, Loyola (LIVE)
Stephen Finz, WSU
Saturday, April 10
Saturday, April 17
Essay and MuItistate
Techniques - Overview
(These lectures will use examples from most California bar exam areas, not just first year)
Michael Josephson, Loyola
Writing Style; Issue Spotting ?LIVE)
Tuesday, March 30_
Michael Josephson, Loyola (LIVE)
Cross-over Analysis;
Time Allocation (LIVE) Michael Josephson, Loyola (LIVE) Tuesday, April 20
Monday, April 12
LEcruRE WCATION
CES/BRC
Josephson Educational Center
10101 West Jefferson Boulevard
(Between Overland and La Cienega)
Culver City. California
(213) 558·3100
We Are Here to Help!
Bottom-
Contillued from page 6
Daily Journal Ad - 4.
Mass mailing via Martindale-
Hubbell, etc. - 5
Other - 19
Question: "When did you get
the offer for a position as
associate?'•
After bar results - II
Awaiting results - 13
After grad, before bar - 3
Last semester before gradua-
tion - 12
Final year of law school - 25
As a student in first or second
year - 8
This means that of those who
Joan Profant
went to work for somebody else
(there were four in solo prac-
tice), 45 were employed on com-
mencement day, and 27 were
not but are now. The entire sur-
vey will be completed by April
15.
To sum it up, the Placement
Center can "do" what it does
for students only by trying to
consolidate leads in all the
stated categories. We can survey
and report the results. We can
encourage. We ca!! present ugly
facts. And we can attempt to de-
stroy hurtful myths and diffuse
unnecessary tension. To that
end, a punch in the mouth to the
Bottom Half name-callers.
TIME·
9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m,
9:30 a.m. - I :00 p.m,
9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m .
• (Class sessions are 9:30 -
1:00, and 2:00 - 5:30.
Breaks are scheduled, in-
cluding a one hour lunch
break.I
6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
6:00 p.rn. - 9:30 p.m,
6:00,p.m.- 9:30 p.m.
,
'f' '" t '.":1 !'
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,
• BRCBookmobile: Tuesday, APRil 6, 1.1:30 a.m.-7:45 p:m.(Patio Area)
• Special Discounts/Benefits. New Books Available to .All
• "Buddy Bucks" Day, Too - SeeYou OnTuesdayl
"DO ITRIGHT
nEVER DO IT AGAin"
BRC agrees with BARIBRI's sloqan, but we adarnantlv disagree about -
. what is "right" for the California Bar Exam. .
'Suppo," ~hilo/ophg
BRC thinks it's right to provide you with a well-planned study regimen,
continuous integrated testing and personalized feedback and-constant affirm-
. ative reinforcement.
- ~ - .
BAR/BRJ states it's right to let you "sink or swim" explicitly stating:
"we won'thold your hand during the bar review course."
Jub/lanllvclludy
BRC -thinks it's right to encourage and recommend reading of its compre-
. "',.._-·..··hensive·law··su·mmaries and to use its capsule outliries'fo1- rapid review; rein:
forcernent and diagnosis. .
BAR/SRI states it's right to discourage reading of their main lewsum-
maries and to persuade the student thet.it you read the small305-page
. "Mini Review" volume, you will-have "all the iaw you will need tq know."
•
BR'C thinks it's right to encourage and provide incentives for fullpartie-
ipation in its extensive objective and essay examination program. .
BARIBRlstates it's convenient and sensible that the student should
view all testing as "totally optional. "
You owe it to yqurself to decide which approach is right for you.
Please compare - when you do, we think you will choose BRG. There is
a difference. .
o
00-N
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«cc BRe
10101 West Jefferson )Boulevard, Culver City, California 90230 213/558/3155
, 129 Hyde Street, San Francisco, California 94102,415/776-3202
,
=- FIRST YEAR REVIEW·
1982
FIRST YEAR REVIEW Los Arigeles Location
11801 West Olympic Boulevaxd
~elephone: (213) 477-2542
SUBJECT DATE TIME
, \
Civil' Procedure James K. Herbert, Nat'l BAR/BRI staff Saturday, .March 27 9:30 A.•M. 5:00 P.M.
Crimes ,James Hogan, U.C. Davis Sunday, March 28 I 9:30 A.M. 5:00 P.M.
/
)
Criminal P-rocedure Charles Whitebread, -u. S.C. Saturday I April 3 9:30 A.M. - ).:00 P.M.
(LIVE)
~ t Future Interests Paul Goldstein, Stanford Saturday, April 3 1:45 P.M. 5:00 P.M.~ t:. I. I
CD
III:
.; .
=-
Torts Richard Conviser, Chicagp/Kent Sunday, April 4 9:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M._. , .
- .J~ Contracts John Moye, University of Denver Saturday, April 10 9:30 A.MT 5:00 P.M.
Real Property Paul Goldstein, Stanford Saturday, April 17 -9:30 A.M. 5:00 P.M.
Constitutional Michael C~cago/Kent " Sunday., 5:00 P.M.Law SPak' April 18 9:30 A.-M. -
Please note the following:
1. All the lectures will be on videotape. except as indicated above.
2. A special videotape program will be set up in late May in Los Angeles
for students planning to take the First, Year Law School Examination"
I
3. Any student enrolled in BAR/BRI may plan his or her own' study schedule.
Audiotapes of each,of the above lectures are ava~lable for listening in
~ur audio cassette room in LoS Angeles during weekdays (9 A.M. - 5 P.M.)
and some weekends. Please call the Los Angeles office for more details.
,
